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Gravitas victory in York Apprentice
By Anjli Raval
Thursday 31 May 2007

Team Gravitas won the first prize of £500 from sponsor KPMG in the University of York’s version of TV
show The Apprentice. The competition, hosted by York Entrepreneurs, set tasks for eight teams over four
days.
Six teams went through to the second round after having to sell 36 doughnuts on the first day, with the
two teams who made the least amount of money being knocked out.
The second task was a test of marketing skills in which each team was asked to come up with a pitch for
the directors of the York Food and Drink Festival.
For the last task, the remaining three teams – Gravitas, Smorgasbord and York Vision – were allocated a
student venue out of Derwent, Goodricke and Vanbrugh through a silent bid. The team that attracted the
highest number of students with their event were to go forward to win the competition.
Gravitas won with their event ‘Free D’. Of the win, Michael Batula from the successful team said: “The
path of success is seldom walked by the multitude”.
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